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SUBDIRECTLY IRREDUCIBLE SYMMETRIC IDEMPOTENT AND ENTROPIC GROUPOIDS
This paper is a sequel to the author's work [R3] . It is concerned with the representation of SIE-groupoids as subdirect products. We will use the structural theorem proved in [R3] to describe all subdirectly irreducible groupoids in each nontrivial subvariety of the variety SIE of all SIE-groupoids. The notation and terminology of [R3] will be used without explanation or apology in this paper.
From now on let us assume that a subset {gi \ i £ J} of elements of G generates the SIE-groupoid (G, •), and denote by Gi the orbit of the generator gi, i.e. Gi -{g € G \ g = gib\...bk, for some elements b\,...,bic from G}. Let w denote the congruence relation on (G, •), defined by [R3, (3.1) ], decomposing it into the disjoint sum of orbits Gi, for i £ I C J. On each orbit we have defined (see [R3, (3.5) ]) an abelian group structure (Gi,+,gi) . It was proved in [R3] that the SIE-groupoid (G, •) is the AG-sum of the abelian groups (Gi, +), for i € /, by the mappings h l j : Gi Gj, a i-• gjd.
The operation • was defined as follows (*) a-b := -a + h)(b), for a € Gj,b 6 Gj.
In Section 1 we will describe congruences of AG-sums of abelian groups. We will establish a relationship between groupoid congruences and congruences of abelian groups from which the SIE-groupoid (G, •) is built. In Section 2 it will be proved that certain subvarieties V Tn of SIE are subclasses of the Malcev products of V r o V n of the varieties V T and V n . Section 3 will describe all finite subdirectly irreducible objects in these varieties of SIE-groupoids which contain quasigroups. These varieties have a very nice structures described in [R3] . (See also [R2] .) In the last section we will use the properties of congruence relations we have found in Section 1 to characterize all finite subdirectly irreducible SIE-groupoids in others subvarieties of SIE, namely in V2».
Congruences of AG-sums of orbits
In this section we will describe a relationship between congruences of an SIE-groupoid (G, •) and congruences of abelian groups from which it is built as an AG-sum.
1.1. LEMMA. Let $ be a congruence relation of (G, •) such that $ C7R. Then, for each i E I, the restriction := of $ to the orbit GÌ is a congruence relation of the abelian group (Gi,+,gi) . Moreover, the following condition is satisfied
if for a,b in Gì, a$ib, then h'j(a)$jh'j(b) , for each j € I.
On the other hand, if for each i £ I, is a congruence relation of the abelian group (GÌ, +) and (1.2) holds then the collection of all determines uniquely a congruence $ C7T of the groupoid (G, •) such that $|g, =
Proof. Let for some a,b,c,d£ GÌ, a$b and
As by [R3, Lemma 3.4 Therefore is a congruence relation of the abelian group (GÌ, +). As h l j(a) = g^a it follows easily that h t j(a)$h t j(b), so the condition (1.2) is satisfied.
To prove the remaining part let us consider a family | i £ 1} of congruences of abelian groups (Gj,-|-) satisfying (1.2). Suppose that a, b £ GÌ, c,d £ Gj and a$jò, c$jd. As multiplication • is defined by (*), it is easily seen that ac$ibd. Therefore the relation $ defined as follows Let (po be a congruence relation of the abelian group (Gj 0 ,+), for i0 £ I. It is obvious that if0 is a congruence relation of the SIE-groupoid Core(Gi,+) as well. We will show that there exists a congruence relation $0 C7T of (G,-), such that $o|g; = <Po-In order to do that let us first define a collection {<fio t i | i G 1} of congruences of abelian groups (Gj,+). For arbitrary i G I, with i ^ z' o, let <po,i be a relation on G{ defined as follows Moreover let ipo,i 0 := fo-The following lemma holds. Proof. For each i G /, is an equivalence relation on Gi. Indeed, the symmetry and transitivity of <po,i are obvious. Moreover, let us note that for arbitrary a G Gi and a' G G{ 0 one has a = h l°( a') -{h z°{ a') -a) hence reflexivity of <po,i follows straightforward from its definition and the reflexivity of <po• To prove that <fo,i is a congruence relation of the group (Gi, +), let aipo,ib and apQ^d for a, b,c,d£ Gi. It means that there are u,v £ Gi and a ', b', c', d' £ Gi 0 
To finish the proof it is enough to show that the collection {<£o,i | i G 1} of congruences of (Gi, +) satisfies the condition (1.2). Let a, b G Gi and
Further from above and Proposition 4.5 in [R3] , it follows that h\(a) = /i] c°( 2a') + h^ (gi 0 ) -h\(u) . Similar arguments applied to the element b give •
We will use the above properties of congruence relations later to describe all subdirectly irreducible SIE-groupoids in each nontrivial subvariety of the variety SIE.
Decompositions of SIE-groupoids
In this section we provide some observations which are needed in the proof of theorem about subdirectly irreducible groupoids but which are also of interest in themselves. In Section 4 of [R3] (x,u r (x,y) ), is satisfied in the variety V rn . By [R3, 1.7] , this implies that
which is the desired conclusion.
• Proposition 2.2 shows that each variety V rn is a subclass of the Mal'cev product V r o V n of the subvarieties V r and V n . Proposition 2.2 allows us to describe the variety V m as different Mal'cev products depending on decompositions of the natural number m as a product of natural numbers r and n.
We conclude this section with a useful lemma, which is a consequence of the existence of the relation 02 on a SIE-groupoid (G, To prove that (2.6) is satisfied, let us first observe that it is enough to show this for all even numbers r. Indeed, since by [R3, 1.5] and Proposition 1.9 of [R3] one has Uk(y,z) = y) it follows that (2.6) is equivalent to the identity xu n +i-r (z, y) = xu\-r (z,y) . Then [R3, 1.6] implies that for an even r v n +r(y, Z) -U n {y, z)uQU r/2 {y, z) = u n (y, z)yu r/2 (y, z) .
Then by [R3, N] , [R3, A] , (2.5) and symmetry we have
and (2.6) is satisfied.
• We will use Lemma 2.4 to characterize all subdirectly irreducible members in the variety V 2 for all natural numbers s.
Subdirectly irreducible groupoids in V 2 >k
In this section we will describe subdirectly irreducible groupoids in varieties V 2°k , for s > 0 and for an odd natural number k > 1. It is the easiest part of our task. If k > 1 is an odd natural number, then each groupoid (G, •) It has been proved in [R2] , that the varieties Vi> and Vk, for s > 0 and an odd natural number k > 1, are independent. Hence their join V-z* V Vk = V%>k is equal to the direct product V2» X Vk = V2>k-(See [GLP] .) It means that every SIE-groupoid (G, •) in the variety V^fc is the direct product of an SIE-groupoid (Gi,-) in the variety V2» and an SIE-groupoid (G 2 ,-)in V*.
THEOREM. If(G,-) is a subdirectly irreducible SIE-groupoid in the variety Vi'k then (G, •) is in the variety V^ or in the variety Vk-•
In view of Theorem 3.4 it is of interest only to characterize all subdirectly irreducible groupoids in the variety V^1? for s > 0.
Subdirectly irreducible groupoids in V 2 >
Our purpose in this section is to characterize all subdirectly irreducible groupoids in the variety V 2 >, for s > 0. The least non-trivial such variety is the variety V 2 of left-zero bands defined by the identity
It is well known that this variety contains only one non-trivial subdirectly irreducible groupoid, namely the 2-element left-zero band. The subdirectly irreducible groupoids in the variety V4 were described by J. Plonka in [PI] . There are two subdirectly irreducible groupoids in V4 that are not in V 2 . They are given by the following multiplication tables To characterize all subdirectly irreducible groupoids in V 2 » we will use the properties of congruences relations given in Section 1 and the Structural Theorem for SIE-groupoids in this variety given by Theorem 4.8 of [R3] . Theorem 4.8 of [R3] shows that each SIE-groupoid (G, •) in the variety V 2 >, is the AG-sum of abelian groups (G{,+) satisfying the identity 2 i-1 x = 0. Moreover, each set G, is the orbit of a generator g, and an abelian group structure on Gi is defined by [R3, 3.5] . Theorem 4.8 of [R3] can be strengthened for finite SIE-groupoids from the variety V2». We will prove that each orbit Gi of a finite SIE-groupoid (G, •) from V 2 > contains exactly one element from a minimal set of generators. The greatest common divisor of the integers 1 -2ri and 2 s is equal 1. Hence there are integers a, b such that a(l -2rj) + 2 s b = 1. Applying (1.17 [R3] ) and (1.9 [R3]) we get ^a(l-2r 1 )(5t,ffi) = Vl-2> b(9i,9j) = ^l(9i,9j) = 9j-Hence the generator gj is an element of G*. Therefore the set {gi \ i € I -{j}} generates the groupoid (G, •). This contradicts our assumption that the set {gi \ i £ 1} is a minimal set of generators.
• 4.2. REMARKS. There are SIE-groupoids without a minimal set of generators but of course every finite SIE-groupoid has a minimal set of generators.
In the proof of Theorem 4.1 we assume that the SIE-groupoid (G, •) is in the variety V^. This theorem is not true in general. Consider, for example, a groupoid Core(G, +) for some noncyclic abelian group of an odd order. It has only one orbit and is not generated by a one-element set.
• Let us suppose now that an SIE-groupoid (G, •) in V 2 . is finite and the set {go,gi, • • • ,9k) is a minimal set of its generators. The groupoid (G, •) is the AG-sum of the abelian groups (£¿,-1-) where G, is the orbit of the generator g,, for 0 < i < k. An abelian group structure is define on the set Gi by (*). 
THEOREM. Let (G,-) be an SIE-groupoid in the variety
U2{go,gi),U4(g0,gi),--.,oj2°-2(go,gi) are pairwise different.
Proof. Let /i,/ 2 G G and f\ i f2-Moreover, let r be the least natural number such that (4-5) W2r(/l,/2) = w 2ri (/i,/ 2 ), for some non-negative integer ri < r. Such r exists because G is finite. Since UJ2 5 (/i>/b) = fit it is obvious that 2r < 2 s . Multiplying both sides of (4.5) on the right first by uri(fi,h) then by u> 0 (/i,/ 2 ) an( i using [R3, 1.6] one obtains the equality w 2r _2 ri (/i> f2) = ^o(/i>/2). Thus ri = 0, because otherwise r -r\ < r and r -r\ satisfies (4.5). Let us assume that 2r = 2 n m, for some odd natural number m and n > 1. The greatest common divisor GCD (2" • From now on let go and g\ be elements of G such that the elements uo(go,gi),u2(go,gi),u4(go,gi),-• -,u2'-2(go,gi)
are pairwise different. Then we can prove in much the same way like in the proof of Remark 3.14 of [R3] -^(9o,9i) and g0 ^ W2»-I(SF0,5I), it follows that ip is non-trivial. Moreover, ip C ir. Let Q(a, b) denote the congruence of the groupoid (G, •) generated by elements a and b. Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that there are elements a and b in Gi, for some 1 < i < k, such that a ^ b and atpb. Then the restriction 0(a,6)|G-G; of the congruence Q(a, b) to the set G -Gi is the trivial congruence of the groupoid (G -Gi,-) . Similarly, 0(5o>'* ; 2 s -1 (ffo>5i))|G-Go is the trivial congruence of (G -Go, •). Since i ^ 0 it follows that ©(¿ro^'-^ffcb <7i)) H Q(a,b) is the trivial congruence of the SIE-groupoid (G, •). Accordingly, the groupoid (G, •) is not subdirectly irreducible, contrary to our assumption.
• 4.8.
LEMMA.
The elements ui (go,gi), "3(90,91), "5(90,9i) Proof. Let oJn(9o, 9i) = "p(9o, 9i) for some odd natural numbers n ^ p, such that 1 < n and p < 2 I_1 -1. It follows from [R3, 1.12] that "211(90,91) = "2p(go,gi) , contrary to our assumption that the elements "o (go,9i),"2(9o,gi),"i(9o,9i),-• -,"2'-2(go,gi) are pairwise different. By (2.6) we have "r(9o, 9i)^"2 '-1 +r(9o,9i) for arbitrary integer r. If r is an odd natural number, then since u>r(9o,9i) = "i-r(9o,9i), it follows by Lemma 3.4 of [R.3] that wr (go,9i) belongs to the orbit G\. Hence from (4.7) we have "r(90,9l) = ^2'"l + r(ff0,5l)-
• From now on, W0 will denote the set {^0(90,9i),"2(90,9i),"a(9o,9i), ...,oj2'-2(90,91)} and W\ will denote the set {u>i (go,gi),"3(90,91) ,
Proof. It is obvious that Wo C Go-Moreover, (Wo,+,<70) is a cyclic subgroup of the abelian group (Go, +, 5o) generated by the element 1^2(90,9i)-We will show that if the SIE-groupoid (G, •) is subdirectly irreducible then the abelian group (Go, +,ffo) is a subdirectly irreducible abelian group. Suppose, contrary to our claim, that there are non-trivial congruences <p\, <f2 of the abelian group (Go,+) such that their intersection <pi fl ip2 is trivial. Moreover, let ipo := where the tp is congruence of the groupoid (G, •) defined by (4.6). It follows by Lemma 1.1 that Vo is a congruence of the abelian group (Go, +,go)-Let us consider two cases. Case 1. The intersection of ^o with <pi or <p2 is trivial. Suppose that V'oHvi = A. It follows by Lemma 1.5 that there is a congruence $1 of the SIE-groupoid We can see immediately that the relation pi is a non-trivial congruence of the SIE-groupoid (G, •), for i = 1,2. Moreover p\ fl P2 = A, contrary to our assumption that the groupoid (G, •) is subdirectly irreducible. It follows that for arbitrary non-trivial congruences <p\ and <^2 of the abelian group (Go, +,go) their intersection <¿>1 fl <£2 is nontrivial. It means that this group is subdirectly irreducible. Consequently it follows from [S] that (Go, +, <?o) is a cyclic group. Since (Go, +, <7o) satisfies the identity 2 s~1 x = 0 it follows that it is a cyclic group of order 2 n for 0 < n < s -1. As (Wo^+iito) is a cyclic subgroup of (Go, +,ffo) and has the order 2 i_1 it follows that G 0 = W 0 . Proof. Let g,g' £ G -Go, where g ^ g' and xg = xg' for every x € GoThen the restriction Q(g, <?' )IGO °f the congruence generated by g and g' to the set Go is trivial. As tj}\g-g 0 i s ^s 0 trivial it follows that Q(g,g')C\ip = A. So the groupoid (G, •) is not subdirectly irreducible.
• 4.11. LEMMA. Let g and f be elements of G such that gog = gof. Then ag = af for each a e GoProof. Since Go = Wo it is enough to show that if gof = gog, for some / and g in G then Let us assume now that (4.12) holds for all natural numbers less or equal to n. Then by this assumption, [R3, 1.6 ] and distributivity, it follows that
Therefore by induction, the condition (4.12) is satisfied for every natural number n. m
The proof of Theorem 4.3. (=$•) It is easy to check, using [R3, 1.6] and Lemmas (4.9) and (4.7), that if G = Go U Wi = Wo U Wi then the groupoid (G, •) has the form described in (I). Suppose now that there is an element g in the set G -(Wo U Wi). Then <7o<7 6 Go = Wq. Hence gog = u>2n(go, gi) for some natural number n with 0 < n < 2 s-1 -1. Let us note that by [R3, 1.12] we have u2n{go,gi) = w 0 u; n (go,gi) , so
From (4.13) and Lemma 4.11 it follows that ag = aoj n (go,gi), for each a in Go-Moreover, from (4.10) we conclude that w n (go,gi) belongs to GQ. Hence n is an even natural number. By distributivity and (4.13) we obtain go • gig = gogi • gog = gogi • 50^(50,51) = 50 • gi<^n{go,gi)-By Lemma (4.11) we conclude that a-gig = a-giUJ n (go,gi) , for each a € GoSince the elements gig and giu> n (go, gi) are not in the orbit Go it follows by Lemma 4.10 that, (4.14) gig = giu n (g 0 ,gi).
From (4.14) and (4.12) it follows immediately that (4.15) ag = au n (go,gi),
for each a G Wo U W\.
Thus we have proved that for each g £ Wo U W\ there is an element w n(5o,5i) € Wo, such that (4.15) holds. As the groupoid (Go, -) = (Wo,-) belongs to the variety V2»-1 we can assume that 0 < n < 2 s-1 . Moreover, there is exactly one element in the set ^2(50,5i),w 4 (ffo,5i),-• -,^2.-2(50,51)}, such that (4.15) holds. Indeed for 0 < ni, n 2 < 2 s-1 one has 5o^7h(5o,5i) = 9o^n 2 (50, 5i) if and only if n\ = n 2 . Therefore the mapping / : G -(Wo U Wi) {w 0 (5o,5i),^2(5o,5i),w 4 (5o,5i),-• -,w 2 3_2(5o,5i)};
where w n (5o,5i) satisfies (4.15) is well defined. By Lemma 4.11 and (4.15) we can deduce that / is injective. To prove that / is a surjective let us notice that if f(g) = w n (5o,5i), for some even natural number n with 0 < n < 2 i_1 -2, and p is an even number with 0 < p < 2 s-1 -2 then f(gw (£+»2(5o,5i) = Indeed, by distributivity, (4.15) and [R3, 1.6] we 2 have. (50,5i) = au n (g 0 ,gi)
• au( P +n) (50,5i) 22 2 = aw p (5o,5i). For an even number p, with 0 < p < 2 S_1 -2, let v p denote the element of the set G -(Wo U W\) such that f(v p ) = 0^(50,51). Since / is bijective, G -(Wo U Wi) = {u 0 , v 2 , • • •, v 2 ,-i_ 2 }. Moreover, the elements of this set belong to the same orbit. (It was observed in the proof of surjectivity of / that foa> n /2(5o,5i) = v ni for 0 < n < 2 s-1 -2). It is obvious that the orbit G Vo is different from GO and G\. Put 52 := VQ. NOW (4.15) and [R3, 1.7] and idempotence imply that:
o^n(52,5i) = w 2 (a,w n (5 2 ,5i)) = LJ n (ag 2 ,ag 1 ) = u> n (av 0 , ag x ) = w n (a5o,a5i) = au; n (5o,5i), for each a £ Wo U Wi. Hence u> n (g2,5i) = v n , for 0 < n < 2 S_1 -2, and G Vo = G 2 = {^0(52,51)^2(52,51), • • •, 1-2(52,51)}-is obvious that ((?2, -f~,52) is a cyclic group of order 2 s-2 . Let a € Wo U W\. Then by distributivity, (4.15), [R3, 1.6] and (2.6) we obtain [R3] implies that ©o C 0(^0 ,U 2 Pk). Case 2. a = u 2 n and b = u> 2p for some 0 < n, p < 2 s-1 . Assume that p > n. Then it follows [R3, (1.6) ] that (u> 2n u} p ,u; 2P u p ) = (w 2p -2ti, w 0 ) G ©(u> 2 n, v 2p ), and 2p -2n 0. Hence by Case 1 we have ©o C 0(u 2n ,u> 2p ). Case 3. a = uo and b = u p for some odd natural number p with 1 < p < 2 s-1 . Then (u>o,wow p ) = (wo,u> 2p ) G 0(w o ,w p ). Since u> 2p ^ it follows by Case 1 that ©o C 0(u>o,w p ). Case 4. a = u 2n and b = u> p , where 0 < n < 2 s-1 and p is an odd natural number, p < 2 s " 1 . Then (u> 2n un,u p u n ) = (a; 0 ,u>2n-P ) G Q(u 2n ,u p ) and 2n -p ± 0. Thus by Case 3, 0 O C 0(w 2n ,w p ). Case 5. a = u> n and b = u p for some odd natural numbers n / p with 0 < n,
As u 2n / w 2p we have Case 2.
Cases 1-5 show that each SIE-groupoid (G, •) of the form (I) is subdirectly irreducible. Assume now that the groupoid (G, •) has the form (II). Similarly as in the first part of the proof we examine the congruences 0(a, b) for any a, b in G. It remains to show that ©o is contained in each 0(a,6), where a or b is in G 2 . Case 6. a = u 2p and b = v 2n for 0 < p < 2 s " 1 and 0 < n < 2 S~2 . Then
= (wo,^r) € 0(w 2p , v 2n ), where r = 2p -2n(mod2 s_1 ). So 0 < r < 2 s-1 . Let assume first that r ^ 0. In this case (woUo,wov r ) = (wo,u>2r) G Q(u 2p ,v 2n ) and uj 2r ^ u>o• Thus by Case 1 we have ©o C Q(v 2p ,v 2n ). If r = 0 then (w 0 ,^o) G 0(^2 P ,i> 2n )-Since V 0 L> 2 ,-I = Vo, one has (ljou>2*-2,VoU2'-2 ) = (^2»-i,Uo) G @(w2 P ,t>2 n )-Thus by transitivity of equivalence relations, (iJo,^'-1 ) £ ©(k>2p>^2n) and ©o C Q(u>2 P , t>2n)-Case 7. a = V2 P and b = V2 n , where 0 < p ^ n < 2 s ~2. Then (wof2 P , = (u>4p,u>4 n ) £ &(v2 p ,v2n)-Since 0J4 P Case 2 implies that ©o C Case 8. a = u p and b -V2 n > where 0 < n < 2 S~2 and p is an odd natural number such that 0 < p < 2 s-1 . Then (uou p ,u>oV2 n ) = £ Q(u p ,V2 n ). Since U2 P 0J4 n , it follows by Case 2 that ©o C Q(u p ,V2 n ).
We have shown that if an SIE-groupoid (G, •) has the form (I) or (II) then for any a, b £ G, ©o C ©(a, 6). Therefore ©o is the least nontrivial congruence in the lattice of congruences of the SIE-groupoid (G, •). This means that the groupoid (G, •) is subdirectly irreducible.
• Theorem 4.3 describes finite subdirectly irreducible groupoids in the variety V2». There is finitely many of finite subdirectly irreducible groupoids in this variety. Moreover F 2 s , is locally finite. By Quackenbush's Theorem it follows that there are no infinite subdirectly irreducible groupoids in this variety. Now we will give a simpler description of subdirectly irreducible groupoids in V2'. First consider two examples. It is easy to see that (G, •) is in V2' and that it is the AG-sum of Z 2 >-1 and Z 2 >-2. It is also easy to check that the groupoid (G, •) is subdirectly irreducible. It has the form (I) of Theorem 4.3. 
